ophelis deem

Tools for agile working

ophelis deem
Flexible, fast and cooperative: In the face of ever-accelerating change and high pressure to innovate, agility is a
prerequisite for future business success. Classic project
management is being complemented with agile methods
such as Scrum or Design Thinking, and this is happening not
only in IT development but in other areas of business as
well. Armed with these innovations, cross-functional teams
are developing projects quickly and independently and
seeking out new solutions.
Agile and creative project work requires short pathways
and continuous, intense exchange within teams which
communicate on the same level rather than hierarchically.
Modifications are an integral component of the operating
process. This way of working requires new tools and spaces
that support precisely this approach to project work and its
new mobility. ophelis deem was created for just this.
• Flexible: Work and dialogue are no longer restricted to
typical meeting rooms; ophelis deem makes a sponta
neous change of roles easy.
• Mobile: Maximal mobility with comfortable handling makes
ophelis deem the perfect co-player in teams that are
always configuring themselves anew.
• Structured: With flexible elements for spatial organization,
ophelis deem creates centre-points for teamwork in open
office landscapes.
• Electrified: Easy-to-access power supply options support
mobile working, intensive communication and organization
amid changing tasks.

deem arena
Perfect either for seated or for stand-up meetings with
space for work and storage, deem arena is a hybrid furniture
solution with power supply that serves as your centre for
exchanges and presentations, and also plays very consciously
with alternative working postures designed to invite cooperative interactions. Each module accommodates nine people.
deem meta
As a structuring, space-forming piece of furniture, deem
meta presents a centre-point for teamwork in open office
landscapes. Acoustically effective, with its suspended whiteboards the system serves simultaneously as a presentation
surface and as a wardrobe. Shelves, seating or planting bowls
can be combined as needed.
deem benches and tables
deem benches and tables make mobility easy. Castors allow
complete flexibility and creative interior configuration to
meet the requirements at hand. Centrally braked castors are
an optional addition for standing and sitting-height tables,
while tables equipped with a power supply have a desktop
connection panel for easy power access.
deem memo
So-called boards are simultaneously a central meeting place
for agile teams and the centre of information exchange.
deem memo supports teamwork with a presentation surface
that is easy both to fit and to remove, and which can serve
as a whiteboard, projection screen or magnetic pin board.
The board can also be taken back to workstations after the
meeting and made ready for the next.

deem arena
Podium-centred furniture for
cooperative exchanges.

deem meta
Space-forming elements with a
homely feel that create a hub for
teamwork and communication.

deem memo
A mobile presentation surface
that provides a central meeting
point for agile teams.

deem benches
Easy-to-move castor-mounted benches
that offer total flexibility and (almost)
unlimited combinations of possibilities.
deem tables and standing tables
With centrally braked castors, rolling tables
to wherever the team needs them next has
never been easier. With optional power
supply that offers total cable management
as well as an automatic cable rewinder.

ophelis deem Ensemble
deem arena
Basic module, left/
right add-on module and intermediate module.

deem memo
Mobile visualization
with detachable
whiteboard.

deem meta
Acoustically effective
spatial organization with
removable whiteboard
as well as shelf, seating
or planting bowl.

deem tables
Castor-based; optional
comfort brake with central locking and release,
as well as power supply
including cable management and automatic
cable rewinder.

deem benches
Mobile benches in
three sizes.

deem standing tables
Castor-based; optional
comfort brake with central locking and release,
as well as power supply
including cable management and automatic
cable rewinder.
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